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Abstract

The study presents an analysis of  the communicative function of  word in contemporary 
Indian poetry. With reference to Jerzy Smolicz’s concept of  core values, it discusses several 
examples drawn from the poems of  Ashok Vajpeyi with the aim at showing that, in the 
context of  a multicultural and multilingual society, the language of  contemporary Indian 
poems (in this case written in Hindi) not only remains in itself  a core value, but it also 
becomes the prime carrier of  axiological senses.
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Introductory remarks

At the beginning of  the 1970s, an Australian scholar of  Polish origin, Jerzy Jarosław Smolicz, 
began to formulate a theory based on the observation that some cultural values (that is, as 
he explains, m e a n i n g s  shared by group members) were more important than others for 
the solidarity and survival of  a given cultural group. He named these core values because he 
found them pivotal to the life of  any studied group, and integrating for the culture as a whole. 
According to Smolicz:

Core values can be regarded as forming the most fundamental components of  a group’s cul-
ture. They generally represent the heartland of  the ideological system and act as indentifying 
values which are symbolic of  the group and its membership. (…) Core values are singled out 
for special attention because they provide the indispensable link between the group’s cultural 
and social systems; (…) Indeed, it is through core values that social groups can be identified as 
distinctive ethnic, religious, scientific or other cultural communities. (…)

In considering the nature of  core values in a particular culture it is important to remember 
that more than one core value may be involved, and that it may be possible to establish a rela-
tive hierarchy of  importance among them.(Smolicz 1999a: 105−106)

In his research, aimed at understanding cultural and linguistic pluralism (primarily in multi-
cultural Australian society), Smolicz employed concepts and methods of  Florian Znaniecki’s 
humanistic sociology. He argued that for most (though not all) ethnic cultural groups, their 
own distinctive language was a core value. In other cases religious values were linked to the 
group’s core. Although Smolicz’s focus at the time was on ethnic cultural groups, he recog-
nized that the term could also be applied to other kinds of  groups at various levels of  social 
organization (Smolicz 1974, 1979, 1999a, 1999b). What is more, while formulating his con-
ception Smolicz gave significant consideration to the question of  the relationship between 
a group and an individual.

In an ethnically plural society, — writes Smolicz — cultures of  both the majority and mino-
rity groups constitute pools of  cultural values upon which members can draw to formulate 
their own personal cultural systems (…). In this way members select some specific parts of  their 
group’s heritage by juxtaposing them with the values of  other groups, and reformulating them 
in a manner that they judge appropriate to the circumstances in hand. (Smolicz 1999: 262) 1

1 More about the concept of  “personal cultural system”, see: Smolicz 1980, 1983.
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This essay is an attempt to apply Smolicz’s concept — the result of  an extensive study of  
multicultural and multilingual Australian society — to determine whether the language of  
contemporary Indian poems (in this case written Hindi, one of  the languages of  India) 
could be the prime carrier of  axiological senses 2. Certain similarities resulting from the fact 
that both Australia and India are multiethnic, multicultural and multilingual, allowed for the 
application of  Smolicz’s conception to the following study. The analysis included selected 
verses of  Ashok Vajpeyi 3, a poet, whose work could be classified as modern, and as such — 
according to Smolicz’s findings — it is also a link between the past and the present 4, whereas 
the argumentation was based on two suppositions:

A. If  a group identity is constructed on core values, every human — in constructing his 
own identity — can be presumed to relate to such core values by his own set of  values. 
Therefore, the world created in the poems could conceivably stand in the place of  a mi-
cro–world of  a social group.

B. The role of  the respondent’s statements, which created the basis for Smolicz’s findings, 
here will be replaced by the statements pronounced in the poems 5.
Keeping these two presuppositions in mind it would be justified to address the choice of  

the work of  this particular poet, which provided material for this study for the three follow-
ing reasons. Firstly, because a methodological principle could be discovered in the analyzed 
poems. Secondly, the poet has a clear poetic or even philosophical strategy based on positive 

2 It is worth noting that the typical for India multilinquality makes it impossible to treat language as one of  the 
identifying values which are symbolic of  the group and its membership simply out of  definition. In the Indian 
Subcontinent all members of  a given ethnic group do not necessarily speak the same language and Indian culture 
(treated as a “unity in diversity” phenomenon to use the expression of  Jawaharlal Nehru) is closely linked with all 
the languages and dialects spoken in the Subcontinent, therefore there is no danger for undermining the role of  
Indian cultural tradition by using one language over another, as well as there is no possibility of  ascribing a privi-
leged position to any of  the Indian languages regarding its integrative function in Indian society. Paraphrasing 
a viewpoint of  Larry Kimura (presented in Native Hawaiian Culture, Washington, D.C.: The Commission, 1983), 
in whose opinion language is the key to the aesthetic culture of  a nation, it could be stated that Indian aesthetic 
culture most certainly opens with a number of  keys.

3 Ashok Vajpeyi (b. 1941) is a Hindi poet, critic, translator, editor. He authored 15 collections of  poetry and many 
books of  literary and art criticism in Hindi and English. He is also editor of  several prestigious journals and 
a promoter of  young, talented poets, critics and artists.

4 Here it is worth noting that the term ‘modern’ with relation to the work of  Ashok Vajpeyi is not used by me to 
falsely dichotomise the Hindi literary world into “modern” and “traditional”, for as pointed out by J. J. Smolicz: 

“Modernity is in fact a value-laden term which has an implication of  positive evaluation of  virtually any innova-
tion”, however, “it is erroneous to regard tradition as invariably hindering social change since, in a society with 
a long established civilization, resilience depends on new developments being incorporated into traditional values. 
At the same time, a tradition can only survive the vicissitudes of  time and continue to flourish if  it accommodates 
itself  to the present” (Smolicz 1999: 258). Furthermore, Smolicz defines tradition as “that part of  the heritage 
which is being actively evaluated by those living today, i.e. it is that part of  the heritage which excites feelings of  
approval and disapproval in the current generation by involving it in an act of  identification or dissociation with 
predecessors” (Smolicz 1974, quoted after: Smolicz 1999a: 260).

5 This supposition could also be supported by Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s statement, who in his book of  essays, Prose 
of  the World, discussed the origins and source of  the power of  language. While describing the ability to transcend 
any given meaning of  language, he says: “In that moment, something has been gained once and for all, founded 
forever, and it can be transmitted the way past acts of  expression have been (…) but because our present use of  
language will be repeatable as long as the same language is in use or scientists are capable of  restoring it to the 
present” (Merleau-Ponty 1973: 41).
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categories of  values, in which the poet’s word — inasmuch as imagination — plays the role 
of  the carrier of  these values, creating one space for both the meaning and the substance 
of  the message. And thirdly, because of  the way in which the author himself  defines the 
ultimate goal of  his poetic language.

Additionally, both the place and role of  Vajpeyi’s oeuvre in Indian literary tradition con-
stitute yet one more, integral reason for making this choice. His poetry belongs to the Naī 
Kavitā (‘new poetry’) movement, the beginnings of  which date around the late 1950s — early 
1960s. Since then, the poetry written in Hindi broaden its scope of  themes, to be able to in-
clude the entirety of  an ordinary person’s life-experience. To achieve this goal, while treating 
their own poetic tradition with respect and admiration, the poets of  Naī Kavitā searched for 
new ways of  expression and a new poetic medium which would allow to convey the poetic 
message not only to the intellectual elite of  the society, but also to ordinary readers. Changes 
in the poetic idiom, also formal experiments which were undertaken lead to the introduction 
of  free verse, then already dominant in European as well as North American poetry. Fol-
lowing the natural development of  the ‘new poetry’ movement, Vajpeyi’s works combine 
tradition and modernity on the level of  surface utterances as well as on the levels of  deeper 
references. Indian tradition here is treated selectively, but in such a way that it contributes to 
the texts’ tissue of  meaning. Extensive knowledge of  Anglo-Saxon literature and Mediter-
ranean cultural tradition is also a feature of  this poet. Among other qualities, it is this strong 
awareness of  so-called Western literature, especially poetry, visible in the poetic approach, 
that makes his works attractive for a reader (or a translator) brought up in the European 
sensibility. In fact, from the point of  view of  the poetic form Vajpeyi employs in the vast 
majority of  his works, the analysed poetry can give an impression of  being much influenced 
by the modern poetry of  the so-called West. However, as much as its ‘western’ form most 
probably cannot be disputed, its contents — expressed though the medium of  the Hindi 
language — remain deeply set in the context of  Indian cultural tradition 6.

The problem of  the function of  word in these lyrical works becomes a complex, mul-
tilayered theme. Its complexity results mainly from the multiplicity of  functions of  a word 
itself: the aesthetic expressiveness of  a word, meanings conferred on a word, meanings of  
a word in relation to things or notions, the relationship of  a word to another word and, final-
ly, a word taken as literary material, seen in the spectrum of  the author’s self–consciousness. 

Regarding their artistic form, Ashok Vajpeyi’s approximately one thousand poems 7 are 
structured in verse libre, within which all the senses of  the individual words might be read on 
the levels of  both the surface and the deep structure. And yet, Vajpeyi formulates his aim of  
practicing the art of  word clearly — as can be seen in two short quotations. The first verse, 

6 This feature seems typical not only for Vajpeyi’s poems but for the major part of  modern poetry written in Indian 
languages in general. Perhaps because of  this dichotomy, as well as through the influence of  ‘western’ criticism 
which accompanied the foreign literary works reaching the Subcontinent, Indian literary critics and theoreticians, 
while referring to modern Indian poetry, have been using such terms as “metaphor,” “simile,” “allegory,” “ellipsis” 
etc. in their English form. Moreover, since the very beginnings of  modern Indian literary studies (this is approxi-
mately from the 1940s−1950s), in the books of  literary theory and criticism printed in Indian scripts, these terms 
quite often remain in Latin alphabets. Generally speaking, the Indian scholars studying contemporary literature 
have not yet created an approach independent from the methods invented in the West which would exclusively 
fit contemporary Indian poetry — an outcome of  the native literary tradition and Western influences. 

7 For an extensive analysis, see: Czekalska 2009. 
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“that words can save from temporality” (God ) 8, describes the existential and eschatological 
dimension, whereas the second — implicates the value and the finality of  the function of  
language understood as a way “towards the tranquil and pure word” (Searching for a name) 9.

The manifold theme of  word

The theme of  word is constantly present in the poetry of  A. Vajpeyi from the very begin-
nings of  his creative work, and it constitutes a vast territory of  his meditations 10. In the in-
troductory phase of  his writing, the poet seemed to have treated the matter of  word playfully, 
with joy, and perhaps even carelessly — like in the poem where he light–spiritedly reveals:

My words
I myself  don’t know
Where they are

(Absence) 11

Whereas in another early poem — from the debut collection of  1966 — he formulates the 
following statement:

I will gather my words like butterflies
(Poet’s preface) 12

The image of  a poet with a butterfly net is somewhat archetypal, as is the astonishment 
with the existence of  words. However, similarly to the astonishment with the existence of  
the beauty of  the world, it is the very origin and the source of  all creation. With time, the 
network of  meanings and senses, in which the poet gathered the words, slowly became filled 
with the knowledge about words and their purpose and, finally, became “a burden which can 
never be made less heavy” 13.

Overall, the entire body of  work chosen for the present analysis, studied from the point 
of  view of  philosophical concerns — always present in the poems, taking the form of  ex-
istential questions, images, metaphors, cultural allusions — is clear evidence of  the fact that 
in these poetic reflections the function of  word comprises two interrelated aspects: word in 
relation to the author’s consciousness and word in relation to the mystery of  existence. Con-
sequently, the main purpose of  word — understood as a poetic entity that constructs and 
constitutes the spatial world of  the poet’s thought — would be the usage of  it on the level of  
ordinary life experience, within one language and one cultural tradition. This purpose implies 
the problem of  both perception and individual creative freedom.
8 “(…) कि नश्वरता से बचा सकते हंै शब्द” (ईश्वर ) (Vājpeyī 1986). Unless otherwise acknowledged, all translations 

included in this article were prepared by its author. Since the article is written in English, in the main text the 
English renderings of  the selected fragments of  A. Vajpeyi’s poems are used. However, the analyses refer to 
the original contexts and meanings of  the quoted poems, therefore the original lines are given in the footnotes.  

9 “(…) किसी शान्त और भोले शब्द की ओर” (नाम की खोज मंे ) (Vājpeyī 1984).
10 More on the subject of  word in Vajpeyi’s poetry, see: Czekalska 2004.
11 “मेरे शब्द / मंै नहीं जानता / अब कहाँ हंै?” (अनुपस्थिति ) (Vājpeyī 1966). 
12 “(…) हम / तितलियोँ की तरह नये शब्द लिये” (कवि–वक्तव्य ) (Vājpeyī 1966).
13 “कभी कम न पड़नेवाले शबदों का बोझ” (सब–कुछ छोड़कर नहीं ) (Vājpeyī 1991).
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The poetic praxis of  Vajpeyi’s work, his use of  the word in the form of  modern verse, 
leads to a point in which the three goals: 1) expressing the ‘self ’; 2) expressing the very own 
vision of  the world; 3) reaching in poetry the highest possible level of  consciousness, meet 
as a union of  the author’s self–awareness and the universe. So, in a manner of  speaking, 
what happens in this poetry could also be described as a state in which “Between God and 
the world, between the Absolute and life, the conscious Being and the psyche, there is an 
unequivocal identity of  nature; not an opposition but, as it were, a superposition of  planes” 
(Tucci 2001: 1). Numerous examples found in the studied works support the idea that the 
poet’s interpretations of  the relationships between the Absolute and life (होना, ‘being’ — in 
the language of  this particular poet) constitute a thematic axis, a network of  core values, of  
the analyzed poetic oeuvre.

The real function of  word

The creative act of  word has a dualistic structure. It is an act of  the will of  the deep ‘I’ mani-
festing itself  in speech and also an act of  manifestation of  sense that interferes with the be-
yond–verbal beings. A word — which is expressed or written down — interferes by its mere 
semantic and extra–semantic existence with the beyond–verbal space which originates in the 
depths of  a given “I” and, through perception, connects itself  with another “I”, hence with 
every potential “you”. A word written down, so in a sense incarnated in letters, or shaped in 
a sound, is enduring, seems to last beyond time. Therefore Vajpeyi states:

words between us
flare up, burn, turn into ashes

(Words between us) 14

And from his beliefs about the function of  language, the poet draws the following supposition:

words protect us from falling down —
having no weight they fall 
on the conscience.

(Words protect us from falling down) 15

This statement about words falling on the conscience directly introduces the problem of  
values. The remark that words have “no weight” should of  course not be understood liter-
ally, since metaphorically it relates to the material lightness of  sound. The weight of  words 
falling on the conscience enriches the poem’s ethical dimension. The words can interfere 
with life itself:

on the wrong path
words unexpectedly get into our shoes
and pierce as nails —
they cannot stop us

14 “शब्द हमारे बीच / सुलगते, जलते, राख होते हंै” (शब्द हमारे बीच ) (Vājpeyī 2004).
15 “शब्द गिरने से बचाते हंै / वे भारहीन गिरते हंै :/ अन्त:करण पर” (शब्द गिरने से बचाते हंै ) (Vājpeyī 2004).
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yet if  they are stubborn enough
they can make us change our path.

(Words protect us from falling down) 16

The fact that words behave as living organisms (even though sometimes they are as dead as 
nails made of  hard metal), in the light of  the above quotations seems rather obvious. Words 
do take part in our existence in our symbolic journey, or path, of  life. The next part of  the 
same poem also refers to a path understood as a symbol:

words hard as gravel, as stones
crumble and turn into sand
they spread softly
so that while falling down
we would not feel the fall.

(Words protect us from falling down) 17

The hardness of  words comes from their meanings (e.g. the hardness of  the word ‘no’, or 
the word ‘wrong’), the softness of  sand on the other hand — implies the servient function 
of  words in mitigating the despair and grief  that accompany our journey, our fate. Particu-
larly in view of  the fact that the verb “fall” could be understood here at least in three differ-
ent ways: in a physical sense, in a moral sense but also in a sense of  the metaphorical, final 
fall from life to death. The work of  words is constant and endless. It remains even beyond 
the eschatological horizon of  man:

They all left
trampling down, destroying everything
they made sure that nothing was left intact.
Then as a worm from under a heap of  dried leaves
appeared a word
and of  a tiny morsel of  earth in its mouth
and a blade of  grass created a beginning.

(Beginning) 18

The possibility of  merging different levels of  existence and different psychological states in 
a spiritual experience causes boundless sadness, which is an extra–semantic dimension of  this 
poem, not written down, yet possible to be sensed. On such a background the saving function 
of  word becomes equal with creation in a universal sense. For to whom the word revealed 
itself ? To the poet, to the other “I”, to the world understood as a relation between a hu-
man and another human, a human and the earth, nature, sky? Whatever the poet’s intention, 
he endowed the word with the features of  a living organism of  almost the lowest status (of  

16 “कभी–कभी जब हम ग़लत रास्ते पर होते हंै / शब्द जूतों के अन्दर अचानक उभर आई / कील की तरह गड़ते हंै : / वे हमंे रोक न सकंे / पर 
इतना जतला ज़रूर देते हंै / कि हम किसी और रास्ते भी जा सकते हंै।” (शब्द गिरने से बचाते हंै ) (Vājpeyī 2004).

17 “कंकड़–पत्थर की तरह शब्द / अपने को पीसकर रेत बना / और िबछा लेते हंै / ताकि हम उन पर जब गिरंे / तो चोट न लगे।” (शब्द गिरने 
से बचाते हंै) (Vājpeyī 2004).

18 “वे सब चले गए / सब कुछ को रौंदकर, ध्वस्त कर / आश्वस्त कि उन्होंने कुछ भी अक्षत नहीं छोड़ा। / तब सूखी पत्तियों के ढेर मंे गुम 
हुए कीडे़ की तरह / एक शब्द आया / और उसने अपने मँुह मंे थोड़ी सी मिट्टी / और तिनका उठाकर रचने की शुरुआत की।” (शुरुआत)
(Vājpeyī 2004).
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a worms) for which it was enough to mix together (most probably with the use of  saliva 
composed of  water and some chemicals) a little morsel of  earth in its mouth (a word is born 
in the mind but it is pronounced through the mouth) and a bit grass (it also a common plant 
of  an insignificant status) to create a life. In this poem A. Vajpeyi touched the problem of  the 
source of  life and the problem of  the existence of  life beyond life’s end. The latter being the 
most important issue in the Indian tradition. He touched these issues with a seemingly empty 
poetic form yet with utterly condensed contents achieved thanks to the choice of  words.

Great philosophical traditions portrayed the way from anthropology to mysticism, to 
cosmology, to the union with the ultimate Being, with the Universe as a ladder leading 
through asceticism or devotion towards self–fulfilment 19. In the analyzed verses that ladder 
is built of  words:

A word
I weld with a word
I build
a ladder
in eternity.

(In eternity) 20

In a different poem from the same collection, the poet states that “language itself  is infinity” 21 
and he turns this statement into a poem’s title. Whereas the work In the bones of  the ancestors, 
also of  1986, contains the following observation:

we take out one word
and the whole syntax of  the previous century 
gets disturbed

(In the bones of  the ancestors) 22

19 Even though its interpretation does not belong to the main stream of  discussion in this article, more attention 
should perhaps be given here to the symbol of  a ladder. Universally read, the ladder symbolises a connection 
between the world of  matter with the world of  the spiritual. The statement in Hindi which brings about the 
image of  constructing a  “नसैनी / अनन्त मंे”, translated literally as “ladder / in eternity” (and not — as the ste-
reotypical expression would have it — “to eternity”), allows for an interpretation different from the commonly 
recurring motif  of  climbing a ladder to heaven or, in other words, achieving unity with the spiritual part of  the 
self. In the poem, the speaking subject — placed at a given point in time and space, in eternity — is setting the 
way in search for the inner self. The ladder in the poem is not, however, constructed of  two vertical uprights 
and a certain number of  horizontal rungs, yet it is in the process of  being structured from words. Rungs-words 
placed horizontally could lead the way on a spiritual journey upward, a gradual ascending one step-word at the 
time. The symbolic meaning of  this image applies as much to Indian as to Western cultural tradition, since both 
of  them see the human development as a gradual process, a journey upward, though with many rests and pauses. 
The rungs of  the symbolic ladder (here made up of  words) are there to provide the support and strength needed 
to take the next step upward.

20 “मंै शब्द को / शब्द मंे फँसाकर / बनाता हँू / नसैनी / अनन्त मंे।” (अनन्त मंे ) (Vājpeyī 1986).
21 “भाषा एकमात्र अनन्त है।” (भाषा एकमात्र अनन्त है ) (Vājpeyī 1986).
22 “हम उठाते हंै एक शब्द / और किसी पिछली शताब्दी का वाक्य–विन्यास / विचलित होता है” (पूर्वजों की अस्थियों मंे ) (Vājpeyī 1986).
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The poem which immediately follows In the bones of  the ancestors in the same collection, and is 
also dated 1986 brings yet another proclamation:

words touch the meaning
(Because you are) 23

The proximity of  these four poems, all of  which were published in 1986, without any doubt 
indicates also a certain continuity of  thought.

The mythicized function of  word

The above quotations induce one to believe that the moment of  creating the world in words 
and beyond words is the aim of  this poetry. The self–realization of  his own language used 
as a means to express thoughts seems to cause the poet’s conviction that word has the power 
to establish new forms of  existence for anonymous beings. An example of  such a state of  
consciousness is the poem titled There is something (from the collection The Other Name of  
Hope, 2004):

There is something which has no name 
not restricted by colour 
seen by no one
touched by no one 
it is that what I call — 
my voice is like 
its name, colour, 
shape, touch 24.

The poem is not dated, which is rather telling in the case of  a poet who reveals the years, days 
and sometimes even the hours of  writing his poems (as in the Avignon collection). Yet this 
poem is written neither to commemorate nor to celebrate a moment in a longer or shorter 
meditation, but it embraces a permanent, immanent state of  consciousness, that determines 
the treatment of  language, its purpose. The poem refers to the author’s principal attitude 
regarding the function of  language with relation to his artistic technique. Therefore, in this 
case a date would be an inadequate manifestation of  circumstances. 

The durability of  this state of  consciousness, which is an intellectual transposition of  the 
psychological predilections of  the poet, seems to be the very basis of  his poetic philosophy. 
If  in this philosophical attitude one can hear the historical echoes of  Indian thought, they 
most likely originate in the philosophy of  language. Also, it cannot be ruled out that these 
echoes in the analyzed work are the constitutive part of  the poet’s idea about the function 
and the purpose of  poetic word. In this context it is also worth pointing out the example 
of  manifestation of  a deep ‘I’ in this poem (‘my voice’). ‘My’ — meaning individual, not 

23 “शब्द छू पाते हंै अर्थ” (क्योंकि तुम हो ) (Vājpeyī 1986).
24 “कुछ है जिसका कोई नाम नहीं, / जो किसी रंगसूची मंे शामिल नहीं, / जिसे किसी ने देखा नहीं, / जिसे छू नहीं पाया कोई — /  मंै उसे 

पुकारता हँू : / जैसे मेरी आवाज़ / उसका नाम है, रंग है, / दृश्य है, स्पर्श है।” (कुछ है ) (Vājpeyī 2004).
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belonging to any convention, to any historical style, to any epoch from the past. My voice is 
my poetry, my personal thought, belonging only to me, to my psyche, to my mind, my imagina-
tion. This manifestation of  individualism leads the reader’s thought towards both the history 
of  modern, twentieth–century Hindi poetry and the history of  twentieth–century European 
poetry. Interpretation is possible simultaneously in both the directions. In the same poem let 
us also pay attention to the word ‘like’ (जैसे), a conjunction that connotes similarity. A modern 
poet can identify himself  with the world in no other way but through word. He does not 
describe the outer world, only its attributes (colour, shape), through his touch he confers his 
voice on it (sanctioning the magical power of  word) and in this way he gives it a name. These 
are the extreme possibilities of  language and on these borderlines the magic power of  poetry 
comes into being. 

To depict in poetry all that was visible, beautiful, real or ideal was the objective of  older 
literary conventions and served the didactic not the cognitive purpose. The modern poet 
avoids description, avoids logical causality, employs the poetics of  fragment. His objectives 
are not so much searching for something new, but for that which is invisible, unknown, 
which “has no name”. “Modern poets — observers Hugo Friedrich — like to emphasize 
the inherent ambivalence of  human speech in order to elevate poetic diction beyond utilitar-
ian language. And they do so much more often than earlier poets did” (Friedrich 1974: 122). 
A. Vajpeyi is one of  those poets who — to quote Friedrich again — “are seeking a kind of  
transcendence of  speech” (Friedrich 1974: 116). While calling that “which no one has seen”, 
that “which no one can touch” and conferring on this “that” his voice for the purpose of  
shared existence — A. Vajpeyi reaches towards the most ancient desire of  mankind: the 
desire of  transcendence, of  unity of  one being with another. The same is also confirmed in 
the second part of  the series Alone again, in which the desire to encounter another form of  
being takes shape of  the following reflections:

Does a falling leaf  know it’s going to die?
In simplistic times, does a difficult word know
that entering an abstruse poem will be its end?
Wandering in the ruins of  a raga,
does a note recognise its own fading away?
What doesn’t exist has many names
fading, absence, end, closure, mortality, death
But everyone remembers its existence 
no one experiences it’s not–being 25.

The poet expresses the axiological truth about the universal function of  word in an even 
more visionary manner in the following verses of  1989:

as the radiance of  her body
the splendour of  her face 
the astonishment in her eyes 

25 Transl. Arlene Zide & Teji Grover. “झरती हुई पत्ती जानती है कि वह मरने जा रही है ? / सरलीकृत समय मंे कठिन शब्द जानता 
है कि / एक दुर्बोध कविता मंे उसका जाना उसका अंत है ? / राग के खण्डहर मंे भटक गया सुर पहचान पाता है कि यह उसका लोप है ? / 
जो नहीं है उसके कई नाम हंै / लोप अनुपस्थिति अन्त समार्पन मृत्यु अवसान / पर सभी उसके होने को याद करते हुए / कोई भी नहीं जो 
उसका न होने को व्यक्त करे।” (बहुिर अकेला–2) (Vājpeyī 1992).
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in the sky
the word will keep reverberating 
not shelved.

(The word will not be shelved) 26

A word written down, so in a sense incarnated in letters, lasts longer than even the deepest ‘I’, 
it has the quality of  timelessness. Because — according to Maurice Merleau–Ponty — “the 
moment the first «human» signification has been expressed, an enterprise has been embarked 
upon which surpasses our common prehistory even though prolonging its movement. It is this 
conquering speech which interests us, for it makes institutionalized speech, or language, pos-
sible. Speech has to teach its own meaning to both the speaker and the listener. It is not enough 
for speech to convey a meaning already given to either side. Speech must bring meaning into 
existence” (Merleau-Ponty 1973: 141). In this sense the poetic speech of  A. Vajpeyi can be un-
derstood both as a core value constitutive for the identity of  the poet and as a carrier of  other 
core values symbolized by words. However, it also remains the tool for creating new realities.

Conclusion

The language of  the analyzed poems suggests a certain metaphysical content, resulting from 
the poet’s main obsession: celebration of  existence and at the same time celebration of  
(poetic) word. As a result of  such duality, word (language) should be understood as a factor 
participating in the celebration of  both the existence and itself. Metaphysical suppositions 
arrange themselves into two parallel spheres, mutually creating the content. 

The first sphere would be the language itself, and within it all the individual words, in which 
the poet dwells, as he auto–ironically states, “turned into a composition” 27. Language “is infin-
ity,” ergo the poet dwells in infinity. Poetry is “melted” into an alphabet, identified with language. 
This is why all the functions of  word, presenting the existence and assessing it, encompassing 
all the recorded existences, all the chains of  letters, words and sentences, became a part of  in-
finity. From this perspective poetry conquers the time of  individual life. The act of  contemplat-
ing 28 a moment becomes the point of  intersection of  time and thought. The act of  celebrating 
poetic word — an act of  creation of  the poet’s spiritual world frozen in language, beyond time. 
The second sphere would be the poet’s main obsession: all that was, all that is, and all that 
will be and this sphere cannot be perceived but through memory, intuition and imagination. 
The ultimate moment of  experiencing this obsession is the moment of  death, here also only 
imagined and hypothetical, however inevitable. This projected moment of  the end of  earthly 

26 Transl. Vijay Munshi. “उसके देह की द्यूति–सा / उसके चेहरे की आभा–सा / उसके नेत्रों के चकित आश्चर्या–सा / अन्तरिक्ष मंे / 
सुगबुगाता रहेगा शब्द / स्थगित नहीं होगा।” (स्थगित नहीं होगा शब्द ) (Vājpeyī 1991).

27 “(…) मंै एक (…) कवि  (…) / (…) उल्लास मंे शामिल हुए।” (अपने साढे़ छ:मिहने के पोते के िलये एक युद्धगीत ) (Vājpeyī 2000).
28 Contemplation understood as human ability of  uttermost importance. In her essay The Needs of  the Soul, Simone 

Weil states: “The contemplation (…) of  the beauty if  the world, and (…) the unrealized beauty to which we 
aspire, can sustain us in our efforts to think continually about that human order which should be the subject 
uppermost in our minds” (Weil 2000: 94). She also discusses the matter of  contemplation in her Lectures on Philo-
sophy by saying that: “(…) contrary to what is commonly believed, the contemplation of  particular things is what 
elevates a man (…)” (Weil 1995: 59).
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existence in the poet’s reflections is a bridge between two words: being here and being “there”, 
expressed in many compositions. Because of  this reoccurring theme, every now and then the 
analyzed poetry becomes both proximate to transcendence, and close to the mystery of  exist-
ence 29. The unity of  the two above–mentioned spheres, expressed through words, reveals how 
in the process of  experiencing life, a word can linger on the metaphysical.

Even the few quotations cited here show clearly that the causative function of  word plays 
the key role in the analyzed poetry. It opens its internal spheres as well as reveals the ontologi-
cal status of  the employed word, its meaning that is “entirely definable through the vocabulary 
and syntactical relations of  the conventional language” (Merleau-Ponty 1973: 3). The power 
of  language “lies entirely in the present, insofar as it succeeds in ordering the would-be key 
words to make them say more than they have ever said, and transcends itself  as a product of  
the past, thus giving us the illusion of  going beyond all speech to things themselves, because 
in effect we go beyond all given language” (Merleau-Ponty 1973: 41). In the poet’s imagina-
tion, a poetic word which allows one to “step beyond time and transcend the language” 30, is 
a pure phantom of  expressiveness treated by the poet as a means to convey his own vision of  
the world and, therefore, also as a means of  communication between the poet and a reader.

The study of  the poems seems to prove the hypothesis that the ultimate goal of  the 
poet’s word is man, a human being transcendent in his consciousness, in a  w o r l d  o f  h i s 
o w n  which unites and salvages the two vital components of  human experience. The inner, 
psychological and intellectual world and the outer world — which is being observed both as 
a being and as an experience of  being — meet only in the p o e t ’s  w o r d  and in this word 
they reach unity and salvation.

The extent to which the poet’s thought remains within the themes, and his unvarying 
manner of  perceiving himself  — or, in a broader sense, of  perceiving a man belonging to 
Indian culture of  the second part of  the twentieth and the first decades of  the twenty first 
century — provides evidence enough to claim that the axiological message conveyed in these 
works meets the criterion of  long durability, so important for Smolicz’s concept of  core 
values. The whole poetic space on the other hand, its imaginary territory, rests on the inner 
intention of  the deep ‘I’, on the language’s grammar and semantics, and yet includes areas 
belonging only to the realm of  the “grammar of  imagination” 31, poetic imagination.

In the context of  both Jerzy Smolicz’s core values theory and the above quoted examples, 
it is possible to conclude that the language in these poems, studied on the level of  axiology, 
performs two functions: the real and the mythicized. While performing its real function, 
language in itself  remains the core value which fulfils the requirement of  lasting beyond 
time, beyond geography and history. In its mythicized function — language becomes the 
prime carrier of  axiological senses — or, using Smolicz’s term, of  other core values — that 
could be defined mainly as ‘faith’, or ‘religion’ or perhaps even as the major components of  
a particular cultural tradition from which the studied poetry originates.

29 It seems apparent that the poet regards the language, as Merleau–Ponty describes it, “as a fabulous apparatus 
which enables us to express an indefinite number of  thoughts or objects through a finite number of  signs chosen 
so as to recompose exactly everything new that one may wish to say and to bestow upon it the same evidence as 
the primary designation of  things” (Merleau-Ponty 1973: 4).

30 “समय से बाहर क़दम रखना भाषा से भी बाहर जाना है” (बहुिर अकेला–2) (Vājpeyī 1992).
31 In Polish: „gramatyka wyobraźni”, a title I gave to a selection of  A. Vajpeyi’s poems published in Polish transla-

tion in 2008.
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